
Gettin Better
I’ve been walking on the wrong side of tomorrow, heading towards the end of some forgotten day

Flyin high enough to crash right in to sorrow, fallin’ low enough to find a better place
-

I’v been gettin by with hope as my religion, thinking positive at least while I’m awake
A little lost a little found a brighter vision, praying that our love is not just thrown to waste

—
Just stay cool, it’s gettin better, just gotta hold it all together, just stay cool it’s gettin’ better, a little better everyday

—
We’re all suffering through some kind of delusion, buy-in in to all the fear and all the blame

We’re all wandering through unprofound conclusion, and time and memory will only make it strange

Happen Anytime
Lately I’ve been having crazy dreams and I haven’t been wondering why, stein all sorts people that I’ve lost within my
life, and I don’t really know if I’ve seen the light but I might now what it feels like, you don’t know it, til it’s happened, it

can happen any time
-

And I’ve been seeing faces as I walk around outside, faces that seem familiar and are stuck within my mind, it might
just be their spirit coming down to say hi, you don’t know it, til it’s happened, it can happen any time

—
And sometimes it’s just a feeling that kinda warms you up inside, you don’t know it, til it’s happened, it can happen

any time
-

And I’ve been in and out of love and that’s just alright, and lately I’ve been seeing stars and tryin not to go blind, if
there’s a future for us, who knows what we will find, you don’t know it, til it’s happened, it can happen any time

—
And if ya don’t take chances you might regret it down the line, you don’t know it, til it’s happened, it can happen any

time

Rip Out the Darkness
Rip out the darkness from my soul, before I lose control. See I been stuck here all alone and I don’t have a place to

go. Rip out the darkness x2

Rip out the darkness my brain, it’s kind goin insane, it’s gettin weirder everyday, and I don’t know who to blame
-

I’ve been listening to the news, and that makes me confused, cuz nobody is telling the truth, and that makes me feel
used

Rip out the darkness x2
-

Rip out the darkness from my eyes, cuz I can’t see the light, yeah I been worrying myself blind, and it doesn’t feel
right

-
I’ve been doin my best to pray, but I don’t know what to say, it’s gettin harder every day, and all I really can say is

Rip out the darkness x2

Within it all
I’ve been trying to get on my feet, I’ve been crying but I can’t weep, unprepared for feeling weak , but still not scared

-
And you’ve been cursing off different ghosts, rehearsing your different hopes, watching the sun climb up the wall,

kicking the dust, down the hall
—

And it’s so good, to feel at all, even the pain within it all, and it’s so good to feel at all, even the pain within it all
—



I’ve been grieving but not sure how, my mind keeps floating between then and now and it’s all good but in my dreams
I’m scattered

-
And you’ve been riding a brand new wave yet it’s familiar in some strange way, and it’s all cool from day to day, ya

can’t be fooled, you just turn the page

Time Will Tell
Time Will Tell

Traveing’ Days
I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights, I’ve been flying through space, I’ve been gliding through time , and I

know that yer out there, somewhere under the sky, I’ve been traveling days, I’ve been traveling nights
-

I wake up at day break, lookin life in the eye, start heading towards you, on a one way flight, passing through our
dreams and out of our minds, I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights,

—
I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights, fighting through the haze, searching for the light, and I hope that you

are out there, somewhere under the sky, I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights-
—

As the sun starts to set, I keep up my stride, cuz I cannot forget what I’m trying to find, just caught up in the blur, just
caught up in time, I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights

—
I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights, fighting through the haze, searching for the light, and I hope that you

are out there, somewhere under the sky, I’ve been traveling days, I been traveling nights-
—

People Are Beautiful
I’m not up here trying to preach but Im gonna get personal, cops killing people in the streets, yeh it’s so damn pitiful.
Guns, power, money, and greed, anything to fuel the economy, people stand-in up for what they believe and people

gettin mad cuz they disagree
-

Oh lord but people are beautiful
-

When dickhead pricks are in command people get miserable, and people get mad at what they don’t understand and
they tend to get feasible

People not practicing what they preach, people need scapegoats to find relief , hate trickling down through society,
people don’t seem to want equality

-
Oh lord but people are beautiful

-
We’re living in a makeshift mixed up world so ya gotta be truthful, this ain’t no place for an old man to live so ya gotta

be youthful
Our love is irrefutable, constantly inscrutable, certain facts are immutable, but people sure are beautiful

-
Oh lord but people are beautiful

Do ya feel me?


